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Here is a dictionary that goes beyond a mere listing of words and definitions. 
This unique work has more than 7,000 mathematical terms, PLUS multilingual 
indexes giving their equivalents in Russian, German, French, and Spanish. 

Designed as a time-saving reference work for scientists, engineers, and stu
dents and others using mathematics in their professions, this vast fund of infor
mation will also enable the general reader to understand a particular mathe
matical concept, or to extend his own knowledge of mathematics. 

The coverage of terms is broad, from elementary terms in arithmetic through 
calculus, basic terms in differential geometry, theory of functions of real and 
complexed variables, advanced calculus, differential equations to the theory of 
groups and matrices, theory of summability, point-set topology, integral equa
tions, calculus of variations analytic mechanics, theory of potential and statistics. 
Many important new terms have been added in these fields: Modern algebra, 
number theory, topology, vector spaces, numerical analysis, computing machines 
and the theory of games, linear and dynamic programming. Useful tables and 
extensive lists of mathematical 
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formulas of many kinds appear 
in the context. 

An important feature is the 
multilingual index. Here you can 
quickly find the English meaning 
of a term in another language 
and then its definition in the 
body of the book. 
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